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wadi: I'll be hospitalised forartorial aurgory. I do not 	how love, it %Ill be 
before 	be able to work fully at that Room mo snore than buoy. 

"az a* r.bout rh%lut5 133,1 and n. I've hal daUbto naLeat them and I do not trsst 
tholOCA'a exports, no I don't really know. 

th "tramp* oloatchl that in not tho ono proparod in ,-lesphis. It uas prepared a 
little later to Maim 111,1 bY an iWtiSts, BO it is not "tho lorlAnLathor -IOLug composite 
drawing." There oleo are several others preparmi Oy the P Vrom witness denori;Itions 
of 	people. 

Th3  "944En f'sNal tht; Craszy kulal c;avatte of 7/411C0 re:er t se. vete 0.4inn. ;')n 2. 9 
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approriate it because it doca it iloato that he =IA om Uri Elan =a oil zr; informatbogn, 
la= =7 rloorda ark. &Waal asll4nor and others, is that ha mot onZzi use not Li ca 
thom. )Slt i3 Zia ttuirted by Ur) lta. 

if 7Ou hmr* slur,  00,0401 Of t Nidsolo photos to which you refer I'd arrxrciata 
co:dso on the possibility of metric thus In Xitiustion. Utn-sn's speoulattens about the 
ofloteitons are not valid. Byrontrsis an it nay oppemr, there is little doubt that it 
sem rrttobed before t ETI fts it mp end *tested" it. 
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• .A.W.., or tho retlanst(o) aadrespomme(s). 

If you wont to butt at inert the CIA stonewall oasin you might tell the tEnt 
grA;poocay„mo 7;r000r-:e cU  VIC ammgc4natiut r:?aords and that %..at you aoland for 
Ohould to includod in t-iun, thlt tinln requests arn nt lcmst 5 ynorn 	oto., and treat 
Mdrows acmalde-ablo 	into:mot in krovim3whothor the srn um z nee for th CU, 
• tho PIZ Uinta, or twithor no NM sera up to its usual trld: of tryia:.; to put tt4 nat 
Oa the I. (It did this With °tam' nu' to az I have lammed ovnr to a reir?rtrr, and 1111 
provide his with miles, nekton ItUn to withhold your name.) Tell the you ars not mune 
than to do reacerali lint to sit1or ;reviao centtn3 reanr17, =notify you tliat me TortLnont 
rocooil azi.st eft w a war et. mi-zam inaloa. faith and with tlue dilietnto4 

iflandors is no lengez F4 AIM chief and the Si wi-n wrote hoot Aamtar, Martin wood, 
has boomosessigned, but Op replemeenta ato cap.terienceo stonewallmro. What they son* 
Pa in fftn r31114 reeordo only. Mommvor, I don't 3ouow what else con he in Springfield 
unlea you do not trust tho 'lint letters. 

ilha.niao and hoot letvihrsa, 
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NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS UPDATE 	by Edgar F. Tatro 

The House Select Committee on Assassinations' most convincing scientific evidence to substantiate the single-bullet theory was developed by means of neutron activation analysis, conducted by a leading authority in this field, Dr. Vincent P. Guinn, professor of chemistry at the University of California. Dr. Guinn's dramatic, expert testimony revealed that his new NAA tests did indicate that there was evidence of only two bullets in the assassination of President Kennedy, and that fragments from Governor Connally's wrist origi-nated from CE 399, the "magic bullet". The jaws of many a Warren Commission critic must have nearly hit the floor. But this testimony, apparently com-pelling, tends to pale considerably upon closer inspection, as is so often the case.... 

Because of the complexity and relative scarcity of JFK assassination NAA data, a brief history would perhaps be in order. On November 23, 1963, the FBI conducted spectrographic tests on selected bullet fragments and specimens collected that sametday, but the boys of Efrem Zimbalist Jr. fame would only state that the metallic remnants were "similar" in composition.... Such eva-sive wording led most critics to suspect that different bullets had been detected. 

The Atomic Energy Commission became the next place of business. In May 1964, the AEC conducted NAA tests on these bullet fragments, with three specimens inexplicably excluded: one large fragment recovered from the limousine; windshield scrapings; and the Tague curb scar. For years, the fact that such tests had been conducted was a guarded secret. Still more years passed before the discovery of a suspicious little Hoover document indicating that "minor variations" did exist. Finally, through the diligent efforts of Harold Weisberg, the 57 pages of NAA handwritten notes were released, but the "grapevine" whispered that the results were "inconclusive". 

Enter my friend and colleague, Emory Brown, who had the determination, foresight (foresight? - Ed.), intelligence and fortitude to muddle through the data and make sense of it all. Mr. Brown wrote a superb article about his findings in the November 1976 issue of The Continuing Inquiry. Ironi-cally, he had contacted Dr. Guinn to obtain the necessary data for his research. Dr. Guinn sent Brown reports of his own research findings, which opened a massive can of worms. One of Dr. Guinn's reports, entitled "Forensic Neutron Activation Analysis of Bullet Lead Specirens", stated that antimony concentrations are very uniform in bullet lead specimens within individual bullets (?? - Fd.), within individual boxes of bullets, and within individual lots of bullets.; that antimony was the chief focus of his work; and that bullet lead specimens with antimony standard devia-tions greater than 3% clearly indicate that those bullets or fragments in question originated from different lots. 

For years critics have reasonably questioned where Oswald could have obtained only four bullets. What if the NAA results indicated that the fragments came from at least different lots, and perhaps completely diff-erent types of commercial ammunition altogether? Well, my friend Emory Brown toiled over the data, and the NAA results seemed to confirm his suspicions: CE 399 and the alleged Connally wrist fragments did not 
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exactly equate, but were within the allowed 3'! differential for antimony. 
Brown deduced that CE 399 and the wrist fragments may have originated from 
similar type bullets, but not the same bullet. A similar 3% equating was 
determined to exist between one large limousine fragment, the three small 
limousine fragments, and two fragments removed from the President's head. 
However, the two groups did not match each other; in one instance the 
distinction in antimony concentration differed as much as 17%! Thus, a 

second gunman seemed a certainty. 

Of course, most of Brown's theorizing was based on the assumption that 
Dr. Guinn's research paper was accurate and all-inclusive; that is, all 
bullet lead specimens, including Carcano bullets, had been considered. 

In 1978 I received a Guinn research document from Dr. John Nichols, 
forensic pathologist from the University of Kansas Medical Canter, which 
emphatically stated that Mannlicher-Carcano bullets had tremendous hetero-
genous concentrations of antimony. (This document can be found in HSCA 
Volume 1, Appentix C, page 543.) Such is the irony of life that the 
exception to the! rule would be these bullets! Although I have reasons 
to question the veracity of Dr. Guinn (which are? Ed.), who conducted this 
work with materials provided by Dr. Nichols, I have no reason to doubt the 
integrity of Dr. Nichols, who deserves only praise (what? to raise? - Ed.) 
for his contributions to unravelling this fiasco. At any rate, if Mann-
licher-Carcano bullets do not possess homogenous strains of antimony, 
Guinn's 1970 research is grossly invalid and, unfortunately, so is much of 
Emory Brown's dedicated effort as a result of Dr. Guinn's mistake. One 
can only wonder if Guinn made any other errors as a consultant for the 
HS CA. 

Dr. Guinn's NAA testimony confirmed the data Dr. Nichols had sent to 
me months before, on the heterogenous nature of antimony in Carcano bullet 
lead specimens. Dr. Guinn then announced his findings to the panel. His 
new NAA statistics do correspond with the 1364  Atomic Energy Commission 
tests, but some serious problems have surfaced. 

First, Dr. Guinn denied any previous connection with the Warren Comm-
ission. Perhaps, technically, this is true. However, Guinn did perform 
an IAA test on the paraffin casts of Oswald's cheeks to determine if any 
nitrates, not found by the routine paraffin test, could be detected. Guinn's 
ability to examine such crucial physical evidence in the "mystery of the 
century", though, was obviously not a low-level decision. Common sense 
dictates that, at the very least, high-level FBI administrators with close 
ties to Warren Commission personnel allowed this examination to take place. 
In August 1964, Guinn said, "I cannot say what we found out about Oswald 
because it is secret until the publication of the ',Darren Commission Report." 
Besides the fact that his findings were not published in the Warren Report, 
which is fishy itself, does the above quote (cited from the New York ‘-lorld-
Telegram and Sun of August 28, 1964) sound like a man totally disassociated 
from the Warren Commission? 

Secondly, Guinn explained that he was Linable to perform any analysis on 
the same three specimens which had been excluded by the AEC in 1964. Guinn 
claimed that the case enclosing the windshield scrapings was simply devoid 
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of metal; that CE 569, a large limousine fragment, was merely a bu
llet's 

copper jacket; and, finally, that the scrapings from the Tague cur
b scar 

were worthless cement particles. He deduced that the FBI's spectr
ographic 

tests had consumed the valuable metal from the windshield and the 
curb. 

Why didn't the AEC cite these explanations in 1964 if such was the
 case? 

-Id the January 1979 issue .of JFK Assassination Forum, I questioned 

whether the absence of metal from the Tague curb was the truth, or
 a 

governmental convenience, since the lack of copper allowed only tw
o possi-

ble explanations -- one, a head shot fragment which - improbably -
 flew 

280 feet off course, or two, a non copper-jacketed bullet which mi
ssed 

its target completely. And that would spell conspiracy. The answ
er to 

the mystery is lost without neutron activation analysis, and the H
SCA had 

no idea how James Tague came to be hit. 

Another oddity, which Guinn admitted to reporters (regrettably, af
ter 

his testimony), was why the 1978 test fragments do not match the 1
964 test 

fragments in either weight, size, or number. Frankly, how the hel
l can that 

be? Of particular interest is the discrepancy in the number of fr
agments 

removed from Governor Connally's wrist. Several years ago, Dr. Ni
chols 

published three separate photos of CE 342, the wrist fragments, on
e taken in 

1964, one in 1967, and one in 1968. The difference in fragments o
f the same 

exhibit is spelled out in sinister photographic black and white. 

Finally, Guinn testified that the wrist fragments came from CE 39
9. He 

was told that the wrist fragments were the wrist fragments, but co
uld he 

be the unwitting victim of a switch? In 1964, metal was removed f
rom the 

nose and base of CE 399 for tests. In fact Dr. Nichols has publis
hed 

articles indicating that CE 399 was weighed prior to the removal o
f these 

pieces; that the weights of these amounts were not divulged;  that 
a flake 

fell off CE 399 in January 1967; and that the National Archives ha
d refused 

to weigh the flake or reweigh CE 399 for him. However, the key po
int is 

the fact that the metal recovered from CE 399's base has never bee
n accoun-

ted for. Maybe the wrist fragments aren't the wrist fragments aft
er all; 

aE.? 	 aAay 	 ven t"e 

chain of transfer of CE 399 is totally unreliable; a few fragments
 would 

be simple enough to put aside. Frankly, at this point, anything i
s possi- 

ble. 	(Sigh... - Ed.) 

One last addendum was recently sent to me by Peter Erbe, who corre
sponded 

with Nurse Audrey Bell, who drew for him the approximate number an
d size of 

the fragments she clairs were removed from Governor Connally's wr
ist. in 

her own words, 7;urse :ell wrote, 	fragments we reroiec: in surcery 

were more than was needed to support tne 'one-bullet' theory." If
 her 

perceptions are honest and accurate, my head swirls with the possi
ble 

deceptions that have been perpetrated upon all of us all these ye
ars. No 

matter how dramatic, compelling, or convincing the "hard" scientif
ic evi-

dence appears to be, I have learned in life to assume nothing, exc
ept that 

the government cannot investigate the government. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 


